The challenges faced by commercial and logistics traffic, as well as by tourist bus traffic and public transport in Europe are increasing. When, where and how, what kind of environmental zones have been established in Europe and in which cities, which rules must be observed when entering?

Even if the driver has the appropriate environmental badge, he cannot be sure that he will be allowed to enter the environmental zone, as weather-related tightening of entry and passage rules in more and more countries makes it almost impossible to plan a route. As a consequence, it is an almost incalculable risk as to whether and when the destinations of a journey will be reached.

For freight forwarders and courier vehicles, an unplanned delay or even the blocking of an environmental zone for days represents an enormous risk, as very high fines are sometimes imposed, high contractual penalties are incurred by their customers and laboriously built-up customer relationships are suddenly destroyed. To avoid this, we have developed the solution for you in our Fleet-App which exists in the three following versions.

### Maps of country group A:
- Germany, France, Denmark, Belgium, Austria, Spain.

### Maps of country group B:

### Maps of country group C:
- Available from 01.08.2019:

* Countries currently without environmental zones

---

**PROFESSIONAL**
- Always the latest data
- All rules and exemptions of each zone per vehicle type
- Display of driving bans in real-time
- Forecasts, early warnings and future driving bans
- High-resolution and zoomable maps of environmental zones
- Maps of the country groups A, B
- Address Search & GPS Tracking
- Purchase and management of all badges and registrations in the EU
- Air pollution levels in Europe
- Up to 10 driver accounts

**ENTERPRISE**
- Always the latest data
- All rules and exemptions of each zone per vehicle type
- Display of driving bans in real-time
- Forecasts, early warnings and future driving bans
- Push notifications on driving bans
- High-resolution and zoomable maps of environmental zones
- Maps of the country groups A, B*, C*
- Address Search & GPS Tracking
- Purchase and management of all badges and registrations in the EU
- Air pollution levels in Europe
- Dispatcher account
- Up to 250 driver accounts

**PREMIUM**
- Always the latest data
- All rules and exemptions of each zone per vehicle type
- Display of driving bans in real-time
- Forecasts, early warnings and future driving bans
- Push notifications on driving bans
- High-resolution and zoomable maps of environmental zones
- Maps of the country groups A, B*
- Address Search & GPS Tracking
- Purchase and management of all badges and registrations in the EU
- Air pollution levels in Europe
- Dispatcher account
- Up to 50 driver accounts

* Additional purchase of country group C possible for 150 €/month

**Prices**
- PROFESSIONAL: € 29,90 / month
- ENTERPRISE: € 349,90 / month
- PREMIUM: € 99,90 / month

Reach your destination on time and safely despite temporary environmental zones and diesel driving ban zones in Europe!
The new Green-Zones Fleet-App for freight forwarders and bus companies helps trucks and buses on European roads identifying the ever increasing number of environmental zones and driving ban zones and the resulting risks for the company.

The Fleet-App lists all national and local rules for each environmental zone in Europe that are relevant for the vehicle type and the Euro standard. This means an entry status in real-time for a selected vehicle of the vehicle fleet. The result is displayed as a coloured zone/point, whether the entry is allowed, prohibited or driving bans are expected in the next days.

- Fleet management for diesel driving ban zones and environmental zones
- Real-time and future driving bans
- Push notifications for all drivers
- Zoomable maps of all environmental zones in

Environmental zones and maps
- Display of all environmental zones and diesel driving ban zones of EU countries in three different country groups
- Interactive, high-resolution and zoomable KML maps of the environmental zones down to the crossroad level
- Detailed presentation of the borders and areas of each permanent and temporary environmental zone
- Destination and address search in the environmental zone and the surrounding maps
- Geographical description of the borders of the environmental zone

Informations and rules
- Display of different types of environmental zones: temporary, weather-related or permanent
- List of allowed environmental badges by country and city
- List of permitted or prohibited EURO classes and vehicle types for each environmental zone
- List of the rules for temporary and permanent driving bans by city and area
- Overview of fines by vehicle type and country
- Exemptions for each environmental zone and vehicle type

Status messages and displays
- Display of the entry status in real-time across all countries and environmental zones on a map of Europe with different colours
- Permitted entries, early warning stages and current driving bans for each vehicle from the vehicle fleet
- Display of weather-related driving bans for each vehicle for today and the following day
- Receipt of push notifications on driving bans and entry restrictions due to bad air values
- Display of the levels of pollutants in each environmental zone in Europe for particulate matter, nitrogen oxide/nitrogen dioxide, ozone

Settings / specifications and the badge purchase
- Dispatcher account with up to 250 vehicles
- 250 driver accounts (subaccounts) with up to three different vehicles
- Management and creation of up to 250 vehicles of any vehicle type
- Management of vehicles according to up to 20 characteristics
- Overview of missing badges/vignettes for each country
- Purchase of environmental badges and/or registrations of a country, valid for all environmental zones of a country

Environmental Zones Fleet-App

This is Green-Zones
As the European information portal for driving bans and entry restrictions in Europe, with its Fleet-App, Green-Zones provides all relevant information about environmental zones and diesel driving bans on European roads. In addition, with its Fleet-App, Green-Zones offers the purchase of various environmental badges from all EU countries.

Green-Zones GmbH
Helmholtzstrasse 2-9
D-10587 Berlin
Telefon: +49 (0)30 398 872 140
info@green-zones.eu
www.green-zones.eu
www.fleet-app.eu